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The Human Rights of Migrants: 
Why do so few countries care?
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Figure 1: Ratifications of International Human Rights Treaties, 
1965‐2009
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CERD = International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination;  
CCPR = International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;  
CESCR = International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights;  
CEDAW = Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women;  
CAT= Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment;  
CRC = Convention on the Rights of the Child;  
CMW =International Convention on the Protection of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families. 
CRPD =Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities  
Source: www.unhchr.ch accessed in September 2010  



Approach
• Reframing the debate about migrant rights

– intrinsic value; human rights
– instrumental role of rights; shaping effects of 

international migration
– to understand why, when and how nations states 

restrict the rights of migrant workers, we need to 
analyse the instrumental role of rights

• Labour immigration policy:  
– openness, selection, rights 
=> migrant rights cannot be studied in isolation              

of admissions policy (selection and openness)



Structure of this talk

• Nation states and migrant rights: what can we expect? 
– Objectives and limitations of the ‘migration state’
– Three hypotheses about the relationship between 

openness, skills, and rights
• Empirical analysis

– Indices of rights and openness of labour 
immigration programmes in 46 countries

• Discussion and implications
– Normative questions
– What rights for migrant workers? 



Theorising immigration policy
Defining the national interest / objectives:
• economic efficiency; distribution; national identity and social 

cohesion; public order and national security 
• “Fundamental imperatives” of the state; agency of the state

Constraints and variations:
• state capacity to control immigration
• the ‘liberal constraint’: dom. liberal institutions; int. commit.
• Inst. variations: polit. systems, prod. regimes, welfare states 

Importance/impacts of objectives and constraints specific to 
time and place 



Theorising immigration policy 

Model for international comparative analysis
• “Choice under constraints”
• States decide on openness, selection and rights based 

on objectives (variable) and constraints (variable; 
binding in short term)

• Variations and constraints define and circumscribe 
the  “policy space” for the regulation of labour 
immigration



Three hypotheses 
H1: openness positively related to skills targeted
– Complementarities (efficiency and distribution); 

externalities and spill-over effects; fiscal effects; crime; 
social capital; “nation building”

H2: Some migrant rights positively related to skills 
– High skilled workers relatively scarce globally; int. 

competition for HS migrants; race to the top 
– “Unlimited supply” of LS workers; impacts? costs of 

some rights inversely related to skill;   
H3: negative relationship between openness and some 

migrant rights for low/medium skilled migrants
– Political economy: fiscal and distributional effects



Empirical analysis:
Migrant rights and policy openness to 

labour immigration
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Existing indices  

• Labour migration policy indices:                            
– Lowell 2005 and Cerna 2008 
– Klugman and Pereira 2009 (UNDP); IOM (2008)
– Hiscox 2008-10; IMPALA project (in progress)

• Indices with rights components
– Lowell 2005 and Cerna 2008 
– MIPEX (2007-08)
– Waldrauch 2001
– [Freedom house, Political Terror scale ...]
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Value added of my indices  

• Cleaner focus on “openness” and “rights”
• Differentiation by skill
• Focusing on law/regulations, no mixing with outcome 

indicators
• Large(r) N including high and middle income countries

• Plus: first ever indices of immigration policy and               
migrant rights on a global scale

• Minus: very difficult to do!
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Measuring migrant rights and openness

• Two separate indices that measure:                          
– the “openness” of labour immigration programmes in 

high and middle income countries to migrant workers
– the legal rights granted to migrant workers after 

admission 
– Distinction between programmes for low, medium and 

high skilled migrant workers
• Health warning

– Methodological challenges
– Strategy: transparency



Methods: 
Countries, programmes and skills
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46 countries with pop > 2 million 
High-income countries (34): 
• East Asia and Pacific: Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, 

Singapore, Taiwan
• Europe: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, 

Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK

• North America: Canada, US
• Middle East: Israel, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates. 

Upper-middle-income economies (9):
• Argentina, Brazil, Columbia, Dominican Republic, Malaysia, Mexico, 

Poland, Turkey, Venezuela
Lower-middle income economies (3):
• China, Indonesia, Thailand, 
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Definition of migrants and skills
• Focus on migrant workers legally admitted for                   

the primary purpose of employment 
• Excluded: students, asylum seekers/refugees, 

family/dependents, self-employed, au-pairs, working 
holiday-makers, free movement migrants

• Distinction by skills targeted by the programme:   
– Lowskilled: less than high school 
– Skilled: high sch. or equiv. (skilled trades)
– Highskilled1: bachelor degree or equivalent
– Highskilled2: higher degree or equivalent

• Year of analysis: early 2008 and early 2009 (today 2009)
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104 programmes in 2009 
Table 1: Labour immigration programmes in the sample, by targeted skill level, country income 
classification, and region, 2009 

  
onlyLS
 

LS 
 

MS
 

HS1
 

HS2 
 

onlyHS2
 

Total #  
programmes 

Share 
in total 

HIC1 (30 countries)  11  30  28  40  41  10  71  68.3% 
HIC2 (4 countries)  4  7  4  5  5  0  9  8.7% 
U‐MICs (9 countries)  2  9  11  12  14  5  21  20.2% 
L‐MICS (3 countries)  0  0  0  3  3  0  3  2.9% 

Europe (18 countries)  6  17  17  22  23  6  39  37.5% 
Eastern Europe (3 countries)  4  5  2  3  3  0  7  6.7% 
North America (2 countries)  2  4  3  4  7  3  11  10.6% 
Latin America and .. (6 countries)  2  6  7  9  11  4  15  14.4% 
East Asia (3 countries)  1  2  1  3  4  1  6  5.8% 
South East Asia (6 countries)  1  4  5  7  6  1  12  11.5% 
Western Asia (6 countries)  0  6  6  6  6  0  7  6.7% 
Australia and New Zealand  1  2  2  6  3  0  7  6.7% 
Total (46 countries)  17  46  43  60  63  15  104    

 



Methods: 
Indicators
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Openness index: conceptualization
• Conceptualization

– “open” vs “closed”; focus on admission of workers
– Primary unit of analysis: programmes, not countries
– Policy indicator, i.e. focus on policies “on paper”
– Different ‘modes’ of immigration control

• Indicators
– Quotas, Demand restrictions, Supply restrictions

• Data sources:
– National laws and regulations, secondary  sources       

in exceptional cases   
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Openness index: 12 indicators
Quota:
• existence, type and size of quota 
Demand restrictions: 
• job offer; labour market test; limited 

occupations/sectors; economic fee; conditions of 
employment; trade union involvement

Supply restrictions
• nationality and age; gender and marital status; 

skills requirements; host country language skills; 
self-sufficiency
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Migrant rights index: Conceptualization  

• Focus on legal rights rather than outcomes; Rights granted 
under immigration programmes; rights upon admission  

• Issues:
– Do citizens enjoy the right? 
– What does equality of rights mean?
– Importance of time

• Types of rights included:  
– Civil-political, economic, social, residency, family reunion   

• Benchmark for this project: Rights in MWC (1990)
• Measurement: binary or scale as appropriate
• Data sources: National laws and regulations, s.s.i.e.c.    
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Migrant rights index: 23 indicators (legal rights)
Civil and political rights (5):
• Vote; stand for elections; form association; equal protections before 

criminal courts and tribunals; documents not confiscated   
Economic rights (5): 
• Free choice of employment; join trade unions; equal pay; equal 

employment conditions and protections; redress (employment);  
Social rights (5): [time element explicit; 2 sets of indicators]
• Equal access to: unemployment benefits; public retirement pension 

schemes; public educational institutions and services; public housing 
inc. social housing; public health services

Residence rights and access to citizenship (5)
• time-limit on residence; employment-residence link; convictions-

residence link; direct access to citizenship; redress;
Family reunion and spouses’ work rights (3)
• Family reunion; spouse’s work right; judicial remedy
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Implementation
Five RAs: Ana Aliverti (Law), Pablo Marquez (Law), Agnieszka 

Kubal (Law), Sophia Lee (Social Policy), Lucie Cerna (Politics)
Procedure:

1. Assign countries
2. Agree choice of programmes
3. Draft scores
4. MR comments
5. Revised scores
6. Consistency checks and revisions
7. Data processing

Data quality:
Measurement error ... Countries with low quality data 

excluded from analysis
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Normalization, aggregation                    
and sensitivity analysis

• Normalization
Indexvalue = 
(Actual value – minimum value) / 
(maximum value – minimum value) 

• Aggregation
Key question; which indicators? Equal weights

• Sensitivity Analysis



Results
Openness to labour immigration:

Seven key features
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1. TMPs predominate
2. PMPs limited to high skilled  
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3.Demand side restrictions more common; 
regional variations 
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Openness to labour immigration: 
key features

4. Some restrictions used as complements (e.g. job offer 
and LMTs; LMTs and trade unions; hic: job offer and 
restrictions on conditions) or as substitutes (job 
offer/LMT vs skills/language requirements) 

5. As a group, programs in HICs less open than in MICs
6. Different modes of immigration control in liberal and 

coordinated market economies (VOC, Hall And 
Soskice) and different types of welfare state (Esping-
Anderson)
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6.Modes of immigration control by VoC 
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6.Modes of immigration control by welfare state 
regime 
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7. Openness positively related to skill level 
targeted (H1) 
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Regression of openness on targeted skills 
Table 4.x Regression of openness on targeted skill level and country income group, 2009 

 All programmes Excluding programmes 
for med. and high skilled2 

Upper 
HICs: all   

 

Upper HICs:  
excl. med and 
high skilled 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
onlylowmedskilled1 -.0459 

(.021) 
-.041 
(.019) 

-.011 
(.03) 

-.050 
(.022) 

-.050 
(.021) 

-.006 
(.03) 

-.054 
(.021) 

-.067 
(.023) 

  
Upper high-income 
Country (hic1) 

 -.081
(.018)

-.070
(.02)

-.076 
(.022) 

-.052
(.029)

         
 
Interaction: 
onlylowmedskilled 
*hic1  
 

 
-.042 
(.042) 

-.060 
(.046) 

Constant .685 
(.011) 

.739 
(.016)

.731 
(.017)

.688 
(.014)

.744 
(.021) 

.727 
(.025)

.66 
(.011)

.67 
(.015)

         
Adjusted R2 0.04 0.18 0.18 0.05 0.17 0.21 0.07 0.12
Observations 104 104 104 73 73 73 71 53
Standard errors in parentheses; 1“onlylowmedskilled” is a dummy for programmes that target only low skilled 
migrants and/or medium skilled migrants; 2  Programmes that admit both medium and high skilled workers have 
been excluded from the analysis  



Results
Migrant rights:

- Most and least restricted
- Variations of restrictions across TMP/PMP and regions

- Relationship with skills (H2)
- Relationship with openness (H3)
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8. Variation in 
restrictions across 

different rights
(all programmes , 

2009)
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9. Rights restrictions vary across regions 
(all programmes , 2009)

(Rights restrictions not significantly related with country income 
classification)
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9. Rights restrictions inversely related to targeted 
skills (H2) , all programmes , 2009)
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Regression of rights on targeted skills 
  

  
Aggregate
rights (equ)

Political
rights

Economic
rights

Social 
rights (equ) 

Residence
Rights

Family
Rights

onlylowmedskill -0.185 -0.045 -0.094 -0.24 -0.19 -0.467 
0.022 0.028 0.027 0.047 0.029 0.058

hic1 0.014 0.008 0.084 -0.122 0.033 0.106 
0.037 0.048 0.046 0.081 0.049 0.098 

tmp -0.194 -0.035 -0.067 -0.283 -0.338 -0.282 
0.035 0.047 0.044 0.077 0.047 0.094 

Europe (ref.)  
2 North America         -0.06 -0.019 -0.053 -0.147 -0.015 -0.067 

0.0333 0.044 0.041 0.072 0.044 0.088 

3 Latin America and     0.041 0.012 0.045 -0.059 0.028 0.27 
the Caribbean 0.048 0.064 0.061 0.106 0.064 0.128 

4 East Asia          -0.077 0.043 -0.097 -0.106 -0.102 -0.155
0.038 0.049 0.047 0.082 0.05 0.1 

5 Southeast Asia       -0.126 -0.202 -0.093 -0.076 -0.13 -0.129 
0.033 0.044 0.041 0.072 0.044 0.087

6 Western Asia          -0.133 0.049 -0.007 -0.124 -0.348 -0.308 
0.061 0.08 0.076 0.133 0.081 0.162 

7 Australia and  -0.04 -0.005 0.004 -0.245 0.032 0.049 
New Zealand          0.045 0.059 0.056 0.097 0.059 0.119 
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Migrant rights and openness
All programmes (N=104)
• no significant relationship for aggregate rights index

HICs only (n=71 programmes)
• Sign. neg. relationship for programmes medium skills, 

high skills1, and highskkills2 - esp. social rights (unemp, 
retire, educ), residence rights, and family rights

• no sign. relationship for programmes targeting very 
high skills only (as expected) or low skills (unexpected)
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xxxxxxxTable Correlations between rights (aggreagte and sub‐indices) and openness, high‐income countries only (hic1==1; N=71)

all skills onlyLS LS MS HS1 HS2 onlyHS2 onlyLSMS LSMS HS12 onlyHS12
71 11 30 28 40 41 10 21 39 50 32

Aggregate rights (equ) ‐0.3413 ‐0.4021 ‐0.349 ‐0.285
0.08 0.01 0.02 0.04
28 40 41 50

Aggregate Rights (abs) ‐0.3237 ‐0.4338 ‐0.375 ‐0.31
0.09 0.001 0.02 0.03

Political rights

Economic rights ‐0.3723 ‐0.311
0.05 0.05

Social rights (equ) ‐0.32 ‐0.33 ‐0.3391 ‐0.2337
0.094 0.03 0.03 0.1

Social rights (abs) ‐0.43 ‐0.41 ‐0.298
0.01 0.01 0.035

Residence rights ‐0.327 ‐0.36 ‐0.3 ‐0.25
0.089 0.02 0.056 0.08

Family rights ‐0.33 ‐0.31 ‐0.26
0.04 0.04 0.06

Openness
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Trade-offs between openness and rights under  
programmes targeted at low-skilled migrants, 

high-income countries, 2009 
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Trade-offs between openness and rights under  
programmes targeted at medium-skilled migrants, 

high-income countries, 2009 
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Trade-offs between openness and rights under  
programmes targeted at high-skilled migrants, 

high-income countries, 2009 



Discussion/Conclusion 

•Evidence appears to confirm the three hypotheses in high-
income countries, including trade-off between openness and 
some rights for some skill groups 

•Current work: in-depth analysis of selected case studies 

•Implications
– Normative issues; ethics; Interests of migrants and 

sending countries
– Core rights under temporary migration programmes 



Centre on Migration, Policy and Society

University of Oxford
58 Banbury Road
Oxford
OX2 6QS
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Neg. relationship between social/residence rights and 
openness: medium skills (HICs only)

corr. -0.35 (p=0.06); n=28  
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Neg. relationship between social/residence rights and 
openness: highskills1 (HICs only)

corr. -0.38 (p=0.01); n=40  
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Neg. relationship between social/residence rights and 
openness: highskills2 (HICs only)

corr. -0.34 (p=0.03); n=41  
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